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What are Kings Canyon products like?

Kings Canyon brand comprises do it yourself products that will 

make transformation of your home extremely easy. 

They respond to needs of customers who appreciate modern 

style at a reasonable price.   

Kings Canyon products are an alternative to long and bothersome 

renovations. They make the whole process of transformation a 

joyful experience and help to achieve spectacular effects.

Kings Canyon is a friendly, colourful, smart and full of ideas brand 

that allows the whole family to work together. It doesn’t create any 
financial, technical or aesthetical barriers



Dimensions of a panel: 1218 mm x 181 mm

Thickness of a panel: 4 mm

The 4-sided bevel emphasizes the structure of the wood

Wear layer 0,3 (class 32)

Warranty: 15-year warranty in housing conditions

Key features



100% waterproof and slip-resistant

The rigid floor is completely waterproof, which makes it suitable for use 

in such demanding rooms as kitchen, hall or bathroom.We recommend 

that in places extremely exposed to water, e.g. bathroom, the floor should 

be glued. This will prevent water and moisture from penetrating under 

the panels, which could lead to the formation of mold and unpleasant 

odors.

A Kings Canyon floor is R9 anti-slip, which means that we can safely walk 

on it even when our feet are wet after leaving the bath.



Exceptional resistance

An important element of a vinyl rigid core flooring is the outer layer. 

It is a UV-curable ceramic matt coating which is 0.3 mm thick. Thanks to it, the 

Kings Canyon  floor is very resistant to all stains and scratches, even if 

we put it in the hall, where we enter with muddy shoes and often bring sand.

This solution places our floor in the so-called 32nd class - which means that the 

floor can be used in rooms with medium traffic. The manufacturer gives 

a 15-year warranty on Kings Canyon  vinyl rigid core flooring used in residential 

premises. 



The new quality of the floor

Vinyl rigid core flooring is a new quality in the Kings Canyon brand flooring offer. A rigid core gives it exceptional durability

and the UV-curable ceramic matt coating makes the floor resistant to scratches and stains.The construction of the panels 

ensures their complete water resistance.

The advantage of rigid flooring is that it can be used on uneven floors without a self-leveling screed, which is a must for 

laminate or vinyl floors without a rigid core (note: for unevenness <2mm ). Importantly, the rigid floor can be laid directly on 

ceramic tiles without filling the joints, which will remain invisible under the panels.

Installing a rigid core floor is much easier than with other vinyl floors: an assembly knife is enough to cut the panels, and joining 

the panels is quick and easy thanks to the locks of the rigid floor.

The product is suitable for rooms with water underfloor heating, and its technical parameters make it an ideal floor for use in 

apartments..  



Vinyl rigid core flooring | Structure

UV-curable ceramic matt coating 

Wear resistance layer

High quality decorative film Rigid core technology



King Oak / Königseiche Oak Old / Alteiche Oak Light / Eiche hell

Vinyl rigid core flooring | Colours

The colors of the vinyl rigid core flooring are 8 shades of oak. It is worth paying attention to the deep 

structure recreating the wood pattern obtained thanks to the high-quality decorative film, which is one of 

layers of a panel. The developed effect gives the Kings Canyon vinyl rigid core flooring the appearance

of a natural oak floor. 

Dimensions  of a panel: 181 mm x 1218 mm x 4 mm



Vinyl rigid core flooring | Colours

Oak Grey / Eiche grau Oak Noble / Edeleiche Oak Brown / Eiche braun

Dimensions  of a panel: 181 mm x 1218 mm x 4 mm



Vinyl rigid core flooring | Colours

Oak Natur / Eiche natur Oak Gold / Goldeiche

Dimensions  of a panel: 181 mm x 1218 mm x 4 mm



Packaging
Number of panels in a box: 11 pcs
Number of m2  in a box:  2,425 m2


